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Visual Thinking Strategies (VTS)

• Structured teaching method that encourages open discussions of 
visual art

• Fosters critical thinking, communication/collaboration, & mindset

• Developed by Philip Yenawine & Abigail Housen

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Meg:In a few moments, we’re going to experience a VTS session. VTS is a pedagogic approach that – through close looking and open discussions of visual art – fosters critical thinking skills, communication/collaboration, & mindset. VTS theory is based in research on the viewer’s experience of the visual world, & specifically of visual art, that shows that 80% of people who view art are curious about what story the art is tellingDeveloped by Philip Yenawine & Abigail Housen, VTS has been used, studied, and refined over the past 30+ years, with all levels of learners from pre-K to adult & more recently in health profession learners. 



Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is what a VTS session looks like in a museum. This is the Boston Museum of Fine Arts, which is the site of the Harvard Macy Institute Art Museum-based Health Professions Education fellowship, which I completed last year along with 11 other clinical educators from around the world



Presenter
Presentation Notes
TitleWatson and the SharkArtistJohn Singleton CopleyDate1778MediumOil on canvasDimensions183.51 x 229.55 cm (72 1/4 x 90 3/8)LocationMuseum of Fine Arts, BostonJohn Singleton Copley departed from Boston in 1774 and traveled to Europe, where he spent a year studying Renaissance and baroque paintings and classical sculpture. After settling in London in 1775, he continued to paint portraits, but he also attempted more complex compositions. Watson and the Shark was the first large-scale history painting he executed. The dramatic composition depicts the attack of a shark on fourteen-year-old cabin boy Brook Watson in the waters of Havana Harbor in 1749. The heroic rescue was ultimately successful, but only after the youth lost the lower part of his right leg; Watson went on to become a prosperous merchant and hold numerous important political posts in London. Copley’s choice of subject was innovative, for tradition limited history paintings to themes from the Bible or mythology. Even when artists selected subjects outside the bounds of religious or classical narrative, they typically celebrated events of national rather than personal significance, such as military victories.��Copley’s boldness paid off, and Watson and the Shark established his reputation in England. His dramatic rendering of the climax of Watson’s story—the sailor thrusting a boat hook at the shark lunging with jaws agape at the helpless, terrified boy in the water while other sailors struggle to reach him—appealed to the English public. That Copley drew on old-master paintings by Raphael and Rubens for his composition, echoing their grandeur and themes of salvation, likewise found favor with his contemporaries. He was elected to full membership in the Royal Academy in 1779. His popular painting was made into a print for wider distribution to the public in 1779 and, proud of his accomplishments, Copley painted a second full-scale version of the painting that he kept to display in his studio. That version is the MFA’s picture.���This text was adapted from Elliot BostwickDavis et al.,American Painting[http://www.mfashop.com/9020398034.html], MFA Highlights (Boston: MFA Publications, 2003).



VTS Debrief

•What does VTS ask of you?

•How is this relevant to medicine?



Research Findings 

• Closely observe
• Reason with evidence
• Evaluate & revise ideas
• Communicate clearly
• Demonstrate empathy & 

respect
•

• Appreciate multiple 
perspectives

• Be open to the unfamiliar
• Tolerate ambiguity
• Persevere
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